RemoteHAMs K3S P3 S-BOX KPA1500
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KPA1500 AMP
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DE15F

DE-15M/M 5 ft
All 15 lines

Elecraft KPAK3AUX
DE-15 M/F Amp. Cable
(n.c. on pins 1, 4, 8)

Y-Cable / Splitter (or Y-BOX)
Dual DE-15F to DE-15M
All 15 lines wired

* RTS (pin 7) of PC RS232 powers ON K3S using RCForb opt. “Use RTS as Power” (S-BOX keying ckt wired to K3S ACC pin 8)

ACC Pin 1 = FSK, ACC Pin 4 = PTT IN

KPA1500 Utility powers KPA1500 ON/OFF

Elecraft K3S Transceiver
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